Disclaimer
This website, www.easytape.com, has been compiled with the greatest care and is updated
regularly. Easytape® is a product of MSYS BV. MSYS BV is not liable for any direct and/or
indirect damage, whatever its nature, resulting from or in any way related to the use of this
website or any temporary inability to access this website. Neither is MSYS BV liable for any
direct or indirect damage resulting from the use of information available on this website or
found via this website. This site includes links to the sites of third parties that are not under
MSYS BV’s control. MSYS BV is not in any way responsible for the content of these
websites. Easytape® offers these links purely as a service and is not in any way or form
affiliated to the companies concerned.
All the information on this website, including all photographic images, is protected by
copyright held by MSYS BV and may not be published or copied without the prior agreement
and permission of MSYS BV. The information provided may only be used for informal,
personal purposes. No part of the content of this website may be made public or reproduced
by any method including printing, photocopying, microfilm or digital without mention of
MSYS BV’s copyright.
Nothing on this website may be regarded as advice of a financial nature regarding whether or
not to trade in a particular manner, or as an invitation to invest in or to conduct any business
activity related to any form of investment.
MSYS BV will do its best to check the website for viruses but does not warrant that the
website is free of viruses or other malicious content. For your own benefit, you should make
sure that you have appropriate software and systems in place to check for viruses and other
malicious content on the internet.
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